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Jens Knoop opened his first store in Rye, East Sussex, 
back in 2013. He has a real passion for chocolate and 
the joy it can bring, and has dedicated himself to 
sharing this through Knoops. 

We are experts in crafting the perfect chocolate 
drink. And, we are the first dedicated hot chocolate 
gifting company. We love sharing Knoops with other 
companies, helping them to deliver thoughtful and 
unique gifts to the people that matter to them most.

We offer a considered range of hot chocolate gift sets as 
well as bespoke gift options, all designed to delight staff 
and clients alike. The Knoops concept is based around 
our carefully curated percentage menu, which offers a 
wide range of chocolates to suit all tastes.

Our story
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‘Knoopology’ is the craft of creating the perfect 
chocolate drink.

Each of our hand-picked chocolates can be enjoyed  
with either dairy or plant-based milks, add a fruit, herb  
or spice for a truly personalised Knoops experience -  
this is Knoopology in action. 

1.  Choose a % of chocolate flakes from 
our range - all chocolates of 54% and 
above are naturally vegan

2.  Combine with your choice of milk, 
either on the hob or in a hot chocolate 
maker or shaker 

3.  Add further flavours, such as a pinch  
of sea salt or a dash of chilli

4.  Pour out into your favourite mug 
or bowl, top with a homemade 
marshmallow and enjoy
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We offer unique gifts with broad appeal, 
making Knoops an ideal choice, whoever 
the recipients may be.

Why say it with Knoops? 

• Christmas gifts

• Staff rewards

• Client loyalty 

•  A thoughtful thank-you

•  Boost morale

•  Spread goodwill

•  Team incentives



“ ...nowhere is taking  
hot chocolate as 
seriously as Knoops.”

  The Times



Classic hot chocolate gift set
Contains: 
1 x 34% Milk chocolate flakes
1 x 54% Dark chocolate flakes
1 x 70% Extra dark chocolate flakes

Single origin hot chocolate  
gift set
Contains: 
1 x 43% Milk chocolate flakes 
(Venezuela)
1 x 65% Dark chocolate flakes 
(Colombia)
1 x 72% Extra dark chocolate flakes 
(Peru)

Festive spice hot chocolate 
gift set
Contains: 
1 x 34% Milk chocolate flakes
1 x 54% Dark chocolate flakes
1 x Festive spice pouch

Our gift selections

£39 £42£32

We offer a range of gift sets, as well as single tubes of chocolate flakes.
Gift sets come carefully packed in a luxury black gift box.
Add a festive sleeve to individual tubes (+£1) or a box band to gift sets (+£1.50).
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Our gift selections

Hot chocolate selection box
Contains:
10 x single serve sachets of  
different % chocolate flakes

Milk hot chocolate gift set
Contains:
1 x 34% Milk chocolate flakes
1 x 43% Milk hot chocolate flakes  
(Single origin Venezuela)

Chocolate shaker gift set
Contains:
1 x 34% Milk chocolate flakes
1 x Marshmallows
1 x Chocolate shaker

£18 £27 £49

We offer a range of gift sets, as well as single tubes of chocolate flakes.
Gift sets come carefully packed in a luxury black gift box.
Add a festive sleeve to individual tubes (+£1) or a box band to gift sets (+£1.50).
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Our gift selections

Knoops hot chocolate hamper
Treat a chocolate lover to our hamper 
- they’ll enjoy frothy hot chocolates 
made in our Shaker, with our 43% and 
54% chocolate flakes, served in our 
bowl, with crunchy honeycomb on 
the side. Includes our book - Knoops: 
Chocolate recipes through the day.

Smeg hot chocolate maker  
and 5 tubes bundle
Enjoy two cups of hot chocolate at 
the touch of a button with our Smeg 
bundle. Includes five of our best 
selling hot chocolate flakes so you  
can easily begin making Knoops at 
home or at work.

Smeg hot chocolate maker  
and 10 tubes bundle
The ultimate starter kit, this bundle 
features the Smeg hot chocolate 
maker (which makes two cups) and 
our full range of ten hot chocolate 
flake tubes so you’re sure to find your 
favourite %.

£110 £199 £259

For our full range of chocolate makers and bundles, visit knoops.co.uk
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Our single tube gift selections

We offer over 20 different %s of chocolate in our 
Knoops stores, and 11 of those are available to 
purchase for use at home. They are all flaked by 
hand in our Sussex kitchen.

Each of our chocolate flake tubes are available  
to purchase as a single item and contain 250g  
of flakes, around 8 servings (£10.95-£12.95).

To discover our flavour profiles and see what  
our customers think - please visit our website:
knoops.co.uk
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Add a festive 
gift sleeve for 
£1 each.



“ You should be given 
a Michelin star if it 
were possible!”

  Amy, Sussex



43%
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Create your own combination of our chocolate flake 
tubes, or mix and match with our shaker chocolate 
drink maker, or our famous marshmallows*. Our gift 
boxes hold two or three tubes.

Build your own

Keep it sweet with a 
selection of white and  
milk chocolates.

A pair of vegan chocolates 
- one milk, one dark - with a 
Shaker for making your drinks.

28%

38%

34%

54%

Need some inspiration?

*Please note our handmade marshmallows have a shelf life of approximately 6 weeks



We look forward to working with you to make the best 
choice for you and your recipients. 

Please note that no credit terms are available; you will  
be sent an invoice for payment upon ordering.

Orders will be ready to be dispatched from 31 October  
2023 and can be dispatched up to 15 December 2023.  
We welcome pre-orders. 

A turnaround time of 5 days applies to all bespoke orders. 

How to order12



Please contact our corporate team  
with any questions - we’d love to chat.

lily.holland-bosworth@knoops.co.uk


